Everlast

Bathroom Cleaner and Protector

Everlast is a revolutionary product that cleans
and protects in one step. After cleaning, restroom
surfaces are left with an invisible protection that
repels common soils, dust, and prevents water
spotting. Surfaces stay clean longer and are
easier to clean. It even helps neutralize odors.
No More Soap Scum: Once surfaces are
cleaned, soap scum won’t stick to tub and
shower surfaces, making future cleaning much
easier. Works on porcelain, ceramic, acrylic tub
surrounds, chrome, and countertop laminate.
Chrome Surfaces Shine: Multi-Shield protection
prevents hard water spotting and mineral buildup
that can dull chrome surfaces.
Multi-Shield Protection modifies the surface at
the molecular level after cleaning. The cleaned
surface allows water to sheet off surfaces rather
than pooling or beading. Surfaces dry fast with
no water spotting. The modified surface repels
dust, common organic soils, soap scum, and
hard water spots.
Not for use on marble or granite.

Multi-Shield leaves surfaces with an
invisible layer of protection that repels
common soils. Surfaces stay clean
longer and are easier to maintain. It
even helps neutralize odors.

600 Cardigan Road
Shoreview, Minnesota
Phone 651-481-1900

Web www.multi-clean.com

•Cleans and protects in one step
•Dries faster on glass and mirrors
•Dirt and fingerprints don’t adhere
•Makes future cleaning easier

Properties
Appearance........................Green Liquid
Fragrance...........................Fresh Scent
Specific Gravity..................1.03
pH.......................................<1.0
Dilution...............................RTU
Rinseability.........................Excellent
Phosphate Free..................Yes
Biodegradable....................Yes
DOT Shipping ....................Cleaning Compound, N.O.S.
(Not Regulated)
Flashpoint...........................Approximately 212°F
Storage Stability.................1 year at room temperature
Freeze-Thaw Stability.........Will freeze - no damage after thaw
VOC Compliant - VOC Free
Packaging......................... 6 x one quart case 902448

Warning & Disclaimer: Results may vary. Multi-Clean chemicals are to be used only by appropriately
trained personnel. IMPROPER USE POSES RISK OF PHYSICAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE. See appropriate Multi-Clean Method Bulletin for further warnings and information for your application. The
suitability of and proper application of this product is the responsibility of the applier. The manufacturer
disclaims all warranties, express and implied, including any warranties of MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS OF PURPOSE. The manufacturer’s liability is limited to replacement of or reimbursement for
any product proved defective. No person has authority to waive these disclaimers or make any representations or warranties on behalf of the manufacturer, except in writing signed by the manufacturer.

